1/3/15

M. Parker re: PD

How does the process work?

Who pays? What are our parcels owned by?

What is the vote process? Committee, Council.

$579,000 - estimated of City owned larger than any other ever asked for them in the budget, will ask Glen Roberson, Holly, etc. Have to correct it in last October's budget.

The re-elected form.

Recommended.

Clerk Budget - putting in unappropriated balance, but we need to ask. The office which will they develop? Committee - so unfiscal impact statement.

Total for HED: $4,878,000/3,503,900
send a letter/request to CA's real estate people asking who would pay assessments in both state & county parks. It will do

UB requires a council action.

as soon as we get the management agreement by May.

ballots mailed.

Holly signs on behalf of city.

45 days after mayor signs of

an ordinance by June 1st. Start voting.

beaches & harbors at all & on lots

yet we'd reassessed that &

this needs to be figured out!

any general fund aid? C.A. takes

care of it.

report Tara 7/21/15 - are considering making

assessment for the beaches from gran east

but most assessment on frontage area. We need to

County should pay for lots as we have no

presence. Same for state but will they pay.
Leah Chris is CAD on BIDS

5 Year Plan

1. MDP & ER Engineering report (early Jan)
   CTA approves it
   File/prepare CTA reviews
   April/early Sept

   (normally CTA's report just goes to committee)

   MB would request that it move from FYB to regular CTA budget as we head to budget

How do we reduce our cost?

- Just structures +/or maintenance along B&W - but frontage at each node of Boardwalk has to match

Confirm parking lots are specific lots

must go to Council by 7/1/15
1. to County by 7/15/15

Competition as soon as CTA approves

MDP & ER
(on average 6.7 drafts)

